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ABSTRACT
The KL ! pi+pi−e+e− and KS ! pi+pi−e+e− decay modes have been studied in de-
tail using the NA48 detector at the CERN SPS. Based on the data collected during the
1998 and 1999 run periods, a sample of 1162 KL ! pi+pi−e+e− candidates has been
observed with an expected background level of 36.9 events, yielding the branching ra-
tio measurement BR(KL ! pi+pi−e+e−)=(3.08  0.20)  10−7. The distribution of
events in the sinφ cosφ variable, where φ is the angle between the pi+pi− and the e+e−
decay planes in the kaon centre of mass, is found to exhibit a large CP-violating asym-
metry with the value A=(14.2  3.6)%. For the KS ! pi+pi−e+e− decay channel, 621
candidates have been identified in the 1999 data sample with an estimated background
contribution of 0.7 event. The corresponding branching ratio has been determined to be
BR(KS ! pi+pi−e+e−) = (4.71  0.32)  10−5. The combined value of this measure-
ment with the published 1998 result is BR(KS ! pi+pi−e+e−) = (4.69  0.30)  10−5.
No asymmetry is observed in this decay mode. Our results are in good agreement with the-
oretical predictions based on a phenomenological description of radiative kaon decays. The
form factor parameters a1/a2 and g˜M1 in the KL ! pi+pi−e+e− direct emission process
as well as the value of the K0 charge radius have been extracted from the data.
1 Introduction
It was recognized long ago that radiative decays of neutral kaons provide an interesting
ground for the study of CP non-invariance [1, 2, 3, 4]. In 1967, Dolgov and Ponomarev [4]
pointed out that in the case of the K0 ! +−γ ! +−e+e− decay, large effects due to
CP violation could be observed in the polarization of the photon. First attempts to compute the
matrix element of this decay led to crude estimates of the KL;S ! +−e+e− partial decay
widths [5, 6]. More recently, Sehgal and Wanninger [7] and Heiliger and Sehgal [8] performed
a detailed analysis of the KL ! +−e+e− differential decay rate. They showed that the an-
gular correlation of the e+e− and +− planes contains an explicit CP-violating term which is
sensitive to the interference between amplitudes of opposite CP.
The KL ! +−e+e− decay amplitude is dominated by two competing KL ! +−γ
components: one from the CP-violating bremsstrahlung process in which the KL decays into
+− where one of the pions radiates a virtual photon, the other from the CP-conserving di-
rect emission process associated with a magnetic dipole transition. The interference of the CP-
even and CP-odd amplitudes produces a CP-violating circular polarization of the virtual photon
which gives rise to an asymmetry in the distribution of the angle  between the e+e− and the
+− planes, in the kaon centre-of-mass system:
A =
R =2
0
dΓ
d
d− R 
=2
dΓ
d
dR =2
0
dΓ
d
d +
R 
=2
dΓ
d
d
(1)
where dΓ
d
is the KL ! +−e+e− differential decay rate, which can be written in the general
form
dΓ
d
= Γ1cos
2 + Γ2sin
2 + Γ3sin cos : (2)
The coefficient Γ3 of the asymmetric term sin cos in Eq. 2 contains the contribution
from interferences between amplitudes of opposite CP values. A non-zero value of Γ3 con-
stitutes therefore an unambiguous signature of CP violation that can be reached through the
measurement of A. This asymmetry, which originates mostly from K0 − K0 mixing, is pre-
dicted to be as large as 14% in KL ! +−e+e− decays [7, 8]. The contribution toA from CP
violation in the short-distance Z-penguin and W-box diagrams was also considered by several
authors [8, 9, 10], but was found to be negligible. Present estimates of the KL ! +−e+e−
branching ratio are approximately 3 10−7 [7, 8].
In the case of the short-lived neutral kaon, the decay amplitude is largely dominated by the
CP-even inner bremsstrahlung component. Thus, no significant asymmetry in the  distribution
is expected in the KS ! +−e+e− decay. The branching ratio for this decay mode can be
related to the one of the KL ! +−e+e− inner bremsstrahlung contribution [7, 8] and is
predicted to be about two orders of magnitude larger than the KL ! +−e+e− branching
ratio.
Only recently, with the advent of intense neutral kaon beams and of high-rate capa-
bility trigger and data acquisition systems, has the study of KL;S ! +−e+e− decays be-
come accessible to experiment. The first measurement of the KL ! +−e+e− branching
ratio was reported in 1998 by the KTeV E799 collaboration [11] which obtained the value
BR(KL ! +−e+e−) = (3:2  0:6stat  0:4syst)  10−7. This result is based on a sam-
ple of 46 candidates with a background level of 9.4 events, representing 2% of the data col-
lected in 1997. The subsequent analysis of the entire KTeV E799 data led to the observa-
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tion of 1811 KL ! +−e+e− events and to the measurement of a CP-violating asymme-
try of (13:6  2:5stat  1:2syst)% in the sin cos variable [12]. Takeuchi et al. [13] pub-
lished the value BR(KL ! +−e+e−) = (4:4  1:3stat  0:5syst)  10−7 from a sam-
ple of 13:5  4:0 signal events observed at KEK. More recently, the NA48 collaboration at
CERN [14] reported the first observation of the KS ! +−e+e− mode and measured the
value BR(KS ! +−e+e−) = (4:5 0:7stat  0:4syst) 10−5, using a sample of 56 events.
The possibility to probe CP violation effects through the polarization of the photon in
the K0 ! +−γ process as well as the recent experimental progress achieved in this field
have aroused considerable theoretical interest [9, 10, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 21] and stimulated
several calculations based on chiral perturbation theory [22, 23]. We present in this paper the
results from a study of the KL ! +−e+e− and KS ! +−e+e− decay modes performed
by the NA48 experiment at the CERN SPS. Measurements of the branching ratio and asym-
metry A for both channels have been obtained with data samples collected in 1998 and 1999,
concurrently with the "0=" run. A special 2-day test dedicated in 1999 to the investigation of
rare decays with an intense KS beam allowed the statistics on the KS ! +−e+e− mode to
be increased significantly.
2 The NA48 neutral kaon beams
The NA48 experiment uses a 450 GeV/c proton beam from the CERN Super Proton Syn-
chroton which delivers 2.38 s long spills every 14.4 s [24]. The long- and short-lived neutral
kaon beams are produced from two different targets, located respectively 126 m and 6 m up-
stream of the beginning of the decay region. The simultaneous KL and KS beams used for the
"0=" programme as well as the high-intensity KS beam set-up are briefly described below.
2.1 The simultaneous KL and KS beams
The primary proton beam, with a nominal flux of 1:5 1012 particles per spill, impinges
on a 40 cm long, 2 mm diameter beryllium target, at a downward angle of 2.4 mrad to produce
the KL beam. The charged component of the outgoing particles produced at the target is swept
away by bending magnets. The neutral beam, composed mainly of photons, neutrons and long-
lived neutral kaons, is defined by a set of defining and cleaning collimators. The exit face of the
last collimator is located 126 m downstream of the target, at the entrance of the fiducial kaon
decay region. The primary protons which have not interacted in the target are deflected towards
a bent silicon crystal [25]. A small fraction of these protons is channeled by the crystal and
deflected back onto the KL beam line. The resulting low intensity proton beam ( 3107/spill)
is then transported towards a second beryllium target, similar to the first, for the production of
the KS beam. The protons directed to the KS target are detected by a tagging station which is
used to identify the origin, KS or KL, of the final decay products.
The KS target is positioned 7.2 cm above the KL beam axis and 120 m downstream of the
KL target. The KS collimator selects secondary neutral particles at a 4.2 mrad production angle
with a divergence of 375 rad. Its exit face coincides longitudinally with the one of the KL
final collimator. The KS beam enters the fiducial decay volume 6.84 cm above the KL beam.
The beginning of the decay region is precisely defined on the KS beam line by an anti-counter,
called AKS, which detects all KS decays occuring further upstream. The axes of the two beams
cross at the position of the electromagnetic calorimeter with a convergence angle of 0.6 mrad.
The total flux per spill of KL in the KL beam entering the fiducial region is about 2 107
and the one of KS in the KS beam about 2  102. Fig. 1 shows a schematic view of the NA48
beam layout.
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2.2 The high intensity KS beam
High intensity beams of short-lived neutral kaons can be obtained by sending the 450 GeV/c
primary protons directly to the KS target. In this configuration, the KL target is removed whereas
the bent crystal together with the tagging station are by-passed. In addition, the proton beam is
attenuated and collimated to the desired intensity, far upstream of the KS target. During a 2-day
run in 1999, the intensity of the proton beam hitting the KS target was set to 6 109/spill yield-
ing a KS flux about 200 times larger than the one obtained with the standard beam setup used
for the direct CP violation measurement. The instantaneous rates in the various NA48 detector
elements were nevertheless similar to the ones measured in the "0=" two-beam configuration.
3 The NA48 detector
The NA48 detector has been designed to measure the direct CP violation parameter
Re("0=") in K0 ! 2 decays with high precision [26, 27]. It is located downstream of the
kaon decay volume which lies inside a large, 90 m long, vacuum tank terminated by a 0.3%
radiation lengths thick Kevlar window. Starting at the centre of the Kevlar window, a 16 cm
diameter vacuum beam pipe traverses all the detector elements to let the neutral beam pass
through vacuum. The layout of the main detector is shown in Fig. 2.
3.1 The magnetic spectrometer
The detection of charged particles in KL;S ! +−e+e− decays is performed using
a high resolution magnetic spectrometer which consists of a dipole magnet with a horizontal
transverse momentum kick of 265 MeV/c and a set of four drift chambers [28]. Two of them
are located upstream of the magnet for the measurement of the decay vertex position whereas
the other two, located downstream of the magnet, are used for the bending angle determination
of the tracks. The magnetic spectrometer is contained inside a tank filled with helium in order
to reduce multiple scattering. Each chamber contains 8 planes of sense wires oriented in four
different directions 0 (X,X0), 90 (Y,Y0),−45 (U,U0) and +45 (V,V0), orthogonal to the beam
axis. In the drift chamber located just downstream of the spectrometer magnet, only horizontal
and vertical wire planes are instrumented. The momentum determination of a track is achieved
with a resolution given by
p
p
(%) = 0:48 0:009 p (p in GeV=c) : (3)
The space resolution in each transverse coordinate is 90 m and the average efficiency
per plane is better than 99%.
3.2 The scintillator hodoscope
The precise time reference of tracks is provided by a scintillator hodoscope located down-
stream of the helium tank. It is composed of two planes segmented in horizontal and vertical
slabs and arranged in four quadrants. The time resolution achieved is about 200 ps per track.
Each quadrant also provides signals which are combined in a fast logic to be used in the first
level of the trigger for charged events.
3.3 The electromagnetic calorimeter
The e= identification is obtained by comparing the momentum p of a track measured by
the magnetic spectrometer with the energy E deposited in a quasi-homogeneous liquid krypton
(LKr) calorimeter [29]. This detector has a 127 cm long projective tower structure which is
made of copper-beryllium ribbons extending between the front and the back of the calorimeter
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with a48 mrad accordion geometry. The 13212 readout cells each have a cross-section of 22
cm2 at the back of the active region. The initial value of the current induced on the electrodes by
the drift of the ionisation is measured using 80 ns FWHM pulse shapers digitized with 40 MHz
FADCs. The energy resolution of the calorimeter is
E
E
(%) =
3:2p
E
 9:0
E
 0:42 (E in GeV) : (4)
The time and space resolutions achieved for 20 GeV photons are better than 300 ps and
1.3 mm, respectively.
3.4 The hadronic calorimeter and muon counters
Behind the LKr electromagnetic calorimeter, a 6.7 nuclear interaction lengths thick calorime-
ter made of iron and scintillator is used to provide the energy of hadrons for the trigger. It is
followed by a set of three planes of 25 cm wide scintillation counters shielded by 80 cm thick
iron walls for the identification of muons.
3.5 The AKS and AKL veto counters
The KS anti-counter or AKS is composed of a converter consisting of a 3 mm thick irid-
ium crystal, followed by three scintillation counters. It is located at the exit of the KS collimator
to veto all upstream decays from the short-lived beam, thus providing the precise definition of
the beginning of the KS decay region. The time resolution obtained with the AKS is about 160 ps
and the inefficiency for detecting charged particles is about 2 10−3. During the high intensity
KS test run, the converter was removed to minimize particle interactions in the AKS material.
The KS anti-counter was still very efficient in rejecting charged particles from upstream decays
or interactions in the final collimator.
The fiducial region of the NA48 experiment is surrounded by an ensemble of seven annu-
lar iron-plastic scintillator veto counters, called AKL, to identify photons escaping the accep-
tance of the main detector. The time resolution of these counters is about 400 ps.
3.6 The proton tagging station
The proton tagging detector, located after the silicon crystal [30, 31], is made of two
arrays of thin scintillation counters. This device is used to tag KS decays by measuring very
accurately the time difference between a proton in the tagging detector and an event in the
main detector. Both times are reconstructed relative to a common clock running at 40 MHz. The
signals of the tagging detector are digitized by 960 MHz FADCs. The proton time resolution
obtained at a proton rate of 28 MHz is about 120 ps and the double-pulse separation is 4 ns.
4 The 4-track trigger
In order to select events compatible with decays into four charged particles, a specific
algorithm was implemented in the Level 2 charged trigger (L2C), concurrently with the "0="
trigger [32, 33]. The L2C trigger performs a fast tracking of charged particles in the spectrom-
eter. It receives signals from the earlier Level 1 (L1) trigger stage which requires a minimum
number of hits in the most upstream drift chamber and in the scintillator hodoscope, compatible
with at least two tracks, together with a total energy seen in the electromagnetic and hadronic
calorimeters greater than 35 GeV. The output rate of the L1 stage during the 1998 and 1999 run
periods varied between 100 and 120 kHz. The measured efficiency of the L1 charged trigger for
4-track events of energy greater than 40 GeV is 99:4 0:1%.
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The L2C trigger used 200 MHz processors in 1998 and was upgraded with 300 MHz ones
in 1999, allowing complex events to be treated more efficiently. The 4-track trigger requires at
least three reconstructed space-points in each of the drift chambers 1, 2 and 4 and at least two
compatible 2-track vertices within a given distance along the longitudinal kaon direction. The
latter requirement was set to 9 m in 1998 but was reduced to 3 m in 1999 without significant
loss of efficiency. No condition on the invariant mass of the selected 4-track candidates was
imposed. Depending on the run conditions, the output rate of the L2C trigger varied in the 0.5-
1 kHz range, representing 5% to 10% of the total Level 2 rate of the experiment. The dead time
of the L2C trigger logic was 2:9% in 1998 and 0:7% in 1999.
To determine the efficiency of the 4-track trigger, downscaled events that passed the L1
condition were recorded with a control trigger. The trigger inefficiency from the L2C algorithm
itself, measured with the abundant sample of KL ! +−0D ! +−e+e−γ events, was found
to be 2:8% in 1998 and 1:9% in 1999. The main contribution to this inefficiency is attributed to
drift chamber wire inefficiencies.
Another source of inefficiency of the L2C trigger is due to the maximum latency of
102.4 s allocated to process the events. In 1998, 27% of good 4-track events were affected by
this limitation. To study possible biases introduced by these event losses, about 25% of charged
triggers which exceeded the available processing time were recorded. In 1999, the fraction of
events exceeding the allocated processing time was reduced to less than 2% owing to the use of
faster processors.
An additional contribution of 8 − 12% to the trigger inefficiency comes from high-
multiplicity events in the spectrometer which are produced to a large extent by accidental elec-
tromagnetic showers generated upstream of the drift chambers. Such events generate an over-
flow condition which resets the front-end readout buffers when more than 7 hits per plane are
present within a 100 ns time interval [34]. The fraction of accidental high-multiplicity events,
measured with pseudo-random triggers collected proportionally to beam intensity, was found to
be in the 21-25% range for the 1998 + 1999 "0=" run conditions, and about 30% during the high
intensity KS run.
The efficiency of the 4-track trigger, for events recorded in the presence of high multi-
plicities in the drift chambers was typically 65%, due to missing information in the read-out
buffers. The overall 4-track trigger efficiency, taking into account the above effects, was 65% in
1998 and 88% in 1999.
5 Data samples
A large part of the data used for the study of the KL;S ! +−e+e− decay modes
was collected during the 1998 and 1999 SPS running periods devoted to the measurement of
Re("0="). The use of simultaneous KL and KS beams allowed both KL ! +−e+e− and
KS ! +−e+e− samples to be recorded concurrently. The number of 4-track triggers col-
lected was 2:2108 in 1998 and 3:8108 in 1999. The short test run performed in 1999 with a
high intensity KS beam provided an additional factor of more than 3 in the number of available
KS decays, corresponding to about 2:7 107 recorded 4-track triggers during that short period.
The KL ! +−e+e− and KS ! +−e+e− branching ratios are determined relative to
that of the well-known KL ! +−0 mode, followed by the Dalitz decay of the neutral pion
(0D ! e+e−γ). This choice for the normalization has the advantage that inefficiencies in the
trigger or in the event reconstruction largely cancel in the ratio.
The analysis of the KL;S ! +−e+e− decay modes is essentially based on samples
of 4-track triggers. Control or random triggers are however used to determine the trigger in-
efficiencies, the kaon energy spectra and to study accidental effects. In order to minimize as
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much as possible biases in the trigger or in the offline reconstruction, events having a read-
out overflow condition in a 312:5 ns time window around the event time are discarded. No
effect on the measurement of the branching ratio is expected due to this rejection criterion if
the accidental rate of high-multiplicity events in the drift chambers is the same for signal and
normalization events. This condition has been verified to better than 0:5% by simulating the
overflow appearance mechanism in the presence of accidental activity.
In the analysis discussed below, data from both 1998 and 1999 runs have been used for the
study of the KL ! +−e+e− decays. As far as the KS ! +−e+e− channel is concerned,
more than 90% of the total statistics originates from data recorded during the 1999 runs. The
results obtained from the 1998 data have been published elsewhere [14]; they are combined
with the ones of 1999, presented in this paper.
6 Event selection and background rejection
The selection of KL;S ! +−e+e− and KL ! +−0D decays relies mostly on the
tracking performed in the magnetic spectrometer and also on the information obtained from the
LKr calorimeter for the e= separation and 0D reconstruction.
The offline selection of both signal and normalization events requires a set of four tracks
fully contained in the spectrometer and forming a vertex located in the fiducial kaon-decay
region, defined along the beam direction between the AKS position (z=0) and z=84 m. The
computation of the track and vertex parameters from the hits measured in the drift chambers
is based on the linear Kalman filter method [35]. The reconstruction takes into account the
measured field map of the spectrometer magnet as well as multiple scattering in the Kevlar
window, in the drift chambers and in helium. In addition, small track deviations due to a residual
magnetic field (R B dl = 20 Gm) in the kaon decay volume, are taken into account in the
reconstruction program to improve the accuracy of the measured kaon decay parameters.
Electromagnetic showers in the LKr calorimeter are found by using the digitized pulses
from individual cells and by summing the energy deposited within a radius of 11 cm. The shower
position is derived from the energy-weighted sum of 33 cells while the shower time is obtained
from the two most energetic cells. Several corrections, obtained from electron beam scans or e
tracks from Ke3 decays, are applied at the reconstruction level to take into account second order
effects: dependence of the response on the impact point inside a cell, calorimeter projectivity,
overlapping showers, space charge, energy loss in the material in front of the calorimeter and
residual energy non-linearity.
The following subsections describe the criteria imposed offline for the selection of KL;S !
+−e+e− and KL ! +−0D decays.
6.1 Selection of KL,S ! pi+pi−e+e− decays
The identification of KL;S ! +−e+e− candidates requires four tracks reconstructed
inside the fiducial volume of the NA48 detector. An 11 cm minimum radius cut around the
centre of the beam pipe at the first chamber position is imposed on particles entering the spec-
trometer. In addition, all four tracks are required to impinge on the electromagnetic calorimeter
sufficiently far from the beam pipe and the outer edge (15 cm < RLKr < 120 cm) to ensure ef-
ficient electron identification with negligible energy losses. Tracks with an impact point closer
than 2 cm to a dead calorimeter cell are rejected. For precise timing purposes, each track is
required to have at least one associated hit in the scintillator hodoscope located in front of the
LKr calorimeter and to lie within 8 ns of the event time.
Electrons are identified by requiring E/p  0.85 while tracks are designated as pions if
they have E/p < 0.85 and no associated hit in coincidence in the muon veto counters. In order
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to further reject pion decays occuring inside the spectrometer and to suppress fake tracks due to
accidental hits in the chambers, a 2 value smaller than 30 is required as a track quality cut. We
require also that both the electron and pion pairs have two particles of opposite charge and that
the reconstructed momentum be above 2 GeV/c for electron candidates, and above 5 GeV/c for
pions.
A vertex made of four tracks passing the above cuts is formed if each of the six combina-
tions of pairs of tracks has a distance of closest approach smaller than 10 cm and a reconstructed
vertex located upstream of the Kevlar window. The rejection of fake vertices made of two over-
lapping decays is obtained by imposing, as a vertex quality cut, a 2 value smaller than 50.
The resolutions obtained on the transverse and longitudinal positions of the vertex are typically
1.8 mm and 55 cm, respectively.
To identify the origin, KL or KS, of the decay, the momentum vector of the 4-track event is
extrapolated upstream to the exit face of the final collimator, where it is required to be contained
within a well-defined region around the KL or the KS collimator holes. The angular resolution
on the direction of the reconstructed kaon momentum vector is about 35 rad (rms). Radius cuts
of 4 cm and 2.5 cm are applied around the two nominal beam centres, at the final collimator
longitudinal position, for KL and KS decays, respectively. Data taken during the "0=" run were
collected with simultaneous KL and KS beams. In order to help removing unwanted events in
the KS sample due to decays originating from the high intensity KL beam, a 1 ns consistency
cut on the time difference between the event and the closest signal in the KS tagging detector is
applied. This analysis cut removes less than 1% of good events but provides an extra factor of
20 in the background suppression from the KL beam.
To remove events from beam scattering in the collimators or in the AKS, we require the
centre-of-energy of the four tracks, extrapolated to the LKr calorimeter position, to lie well in-
side the beam pipe. For the KL sample, a radius cut of 5 cm around the beam axis is applied,
whereas for the KS sample, this requirement is extended to 8 cm. These cuts are chosen rel-
atively wide compared to the KL and KS beam spot radii of 3.6 cm and 4.6 cm, respectively.
Events having hits in coincidence in the AKS counter are also rejected. In the case of the data
taken during the high intensity KS run, the latter cut turns out to be very effective in removing
interactions and photon conversions produced in the final collimator.
KL;S ! +−e+e− candidates are accepted if the kaon energy is larger than 40 GeV,
above the threshold value set in the trigger. In the case of KL decays, events are required to
have, in addition, a reconstructed kaon energy less than 190 GeV. This offline cut ensures that
background from KS ! +−e+e− decays due to energetic neutral kaons produced at the
KL target is kept at a negligible level. Conversely, to reduce background contributions from
KL ! +−e+e− decays in the KS sample, KS ! +−e+e− candidates are required to have
their reconstructed vertex position in the z < 40 m range.
Background events coming from KL;S ! +−γ decays followed by a photon conver-
sion in the Kevlar window or in the first drift chamber are suppressed by imposing a 2 cm
separation between the two electron tracks in the first drift chamber. This requirement also al-
lows the events originating from a KL ! +−0 decay followed by the external conversion
of one of the two decay photons of the 0 to be rejected.
In order to suppress background from accidental overlaps of KL;S ! +− decays and
photon conversions in the collimators or the detector material in front of the first chamber,
events are eliminated if the reconstructed +− invariant mass is found to lie between 490.7 and
504.7 MeV/c2. Moreover, the measured time of a pion pair is required to be compatible within
1.5 ns with the time measured for the lepton pair. Accidental background in both KL and KS
samples is further reduced by rejecting events with an extra track measured in the spectrometer
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within 1.5 ns of the event time. In the KL beam, a residual source of accidental background
comes from two quasi-simultaneous Ke3 decays with opposite pion (electron) charge. In order
to reduce such a contribution, we require, for decays originating from the KL target, the +e−
and −e+ vertices to have their relative vertex times within a 1.5 ns coincidence window.
Possible background contributions from 0 ! 0D decays can be suppressed by remov-
ing events compatible with a  ! p decay. Four-track candidates with the two hadrons having
a p invariant mass within 4 MeV/c2 of the  mass value are eliminated.
A potentially important source of background to the KL;S ! +−e+e− channels comes
from KL ! +−0D decays when the photon from the 0 Dalitz decay escapes detection.
This is particularly true in the case of the KL mode since KL ! +−0D decays occur at a rate
which is almost four orders of magnitude larger than the KL ! +−e+e− one. For KS decays,
the situation is more favourable owing to the larger branching ratio of the KS ! +−e+e−
channel and the smaller decay length for the long-lived neutral kaons produced at the KS target
station.
6.1.1 KL ! +−e+e−
In the KL sample, a large fraction of events with a missing particle are suppressed by
requiring that the square of the total transverse momentum p2? of the observed decay products
relative to the line of flight joining the centre of the KL target to the parent kaon decay point
be less than 5  10−4 GeV2/c2. The resolution obtained on p2? is about 9  10−5 GeV2/c2 for
KL ! +−e+e− decays. This condition, when applied after the centre of gravity cut, removes
about 70% of the remaining KL ! +−0D decays, while more than 98% of good events are
kept. Moreover, events associated with a hit in one of the scintillator pockets (AKL) around the
detector are rejected.
In order to further suppress events from KL ! +−0D decays, the well-known kine-
matic variable p002 [36] is used in the offline analysis:
p0 20 =
1
4(M2 + (p
2
?))

(M2K −M20 −M2)2
−4M20M2 − 4(p2?)M2K
}
: (5)
In the equation above, M and (p?) are, respectively, the invariant mass and the transverse
momentum of the +− pair, MK= 497.7 MeV/c2 is the kaon mass and M0=135.0 MeV/c2 the
neutral pion mass. In the KL ! +−0 hypothesis, the p002 variable represents the square of the
longitudinal momentum of the kaon in the reference frame where the longitudinal momentum of
the +− pair is zero. Except for resolution effects, p002 is greater than zero for KL ! +−0D
decays while it is mostly negative for KL ! +−e+e− events. The requirement that candidates
have a p002 value below−610−3 GeV2/c2 removes more than 99% of the remaining unwanted
events but keeps about 94% of good KL ! +−e+e− events.
Finally, we require the invariant mass Mee of the four track candidates to be compatible
with the kaon mass value. In order to keep the background to signal ratio at a level of a few
percent in the KL sample, we restrict KL ! +−e+e− candidates to lie in the 485.7 < Mee
< 507.7 MeV/c2 range. Fig. 3 shows the invariant mass Mee distribution for KL ! +−e+e−
events after all other selection criteria have been applied. The total number of candidates in the
signal region is 1162. Their distribution, which exhibits a non-gaussian tail in the low-mass side
of the peak due to radiative effects, is well reproduced by the Monte Carlo simulation.
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The distribution of events in the p002 variable is shown in Fig. 4 after all other selection
cuts are applied. The steep rise close to zero is due to residual KL ! +−0D background
events. Below p002 = −6 10−3 GeV2/c2, KL ! +−e+e− events are cleanly identified.
The contamination in the signal region from KL ! +−0D decays has been evaluated
using a Monte Carlo simulation. For this purpose, 3  108 KL ! +−0D decays have been
generated in the fiducial decay region and all selection criteria described above applied to the
reconstructed events. The number of background events in the 485.7 < Mee < 507.7 MeV/c2
region is found to be 32:9  5:0. Overlapping Ke3 decays contribute mostly in the high mass
region of the KL ! +−e+e− spectrum. In order to evaluate their contribution, samples of ac-
cidental 4-track events having same pion and same electron charges (++e−e− or −−e+e+)
have been investigated. The contamination from double Ke3 to the signal region is estimated to
be 4:0  2:0 events. Backgrounds due to KL ! +−γ radiative decays followed by photon
conversion in the Kevlar window or to KL ! +− decays with an accidental photon conver-
sion in the detector are found to be negligible. The total number of background events from the
different sources described above is estimated to be 36:9 5:9 in the signal region. The relative
contributions of the two main sources, the KL ! +−0D and the overlapping Ke3 decays, are
shown in Fig. 3.
6.1.2 KS ! +−e+e−
In the KS sample, where the background level from KL ! +−0D decays is strongly
reduced, looser offline cuts in the p2? and p002 variables are used. Since the distance between the
production target and the measured kaon decay point is much smaller for KS than for KL, the
precision on the p2? determination is expected to be significantly worse. For KS ! +−e+e−
events, the resolution obtained on p2? is about 3 10−3 GeV2/c2. Candidates in the KS sample
are rejected if p2? is greater than 210−2 GeV2/c2 or p002 above 510−3 GeV2/c2. Furthermore,
we impose the condition 477.7 < Mee < 512.7 MeV/c2 on the remaining candidates.
The distribution of KS ! +−e+e− events in the p002 vs. Mee region, after having
applied all other analysis cuts, is shown in Fig. 5(a) . The very good separation of KL !
+−0D decays allows the KL ! +−e+e− events to be clearly identified. The total number
of candidates observed in the signal region is 621. Fig. 5(b) shows their invariant mass Mee
distribution. Background contamination in the signal region due to KL ! +−0D events has
been evaluated by Monte Carlo simulation and amounts to 0:7+1:4−0:7 event.
6.2 KL ! pi+pi−pi0D decays
The selection of KL ! +−0D events originating from the KL or the KS targets is
very similar to the one for the KL;S ! +−e+e− events. We require, in addition to the four
identified charged particles, the presence of an isolated cluster in the LKr calorimeter, within
4 ns of the 4-track event and with an energy greater than 2 GeV, well above the detector noise
of 100 MeV per cluster. The distance of the cluster to any dead cell is required to be greater
than 2 cm and the distance to any of the four impact points of the charged particles on the
LKr to be greater than 15 cm. Candidates are accepted if the reconstructed e+e−γ invariant
mass is in the 110 - 150 MeV/c2 range, compatible with the 0 mass value. The origin of the
KL ! +−0D is assigned in a similar way to the KL ! +−e+e− selection, by extrapolating
the total momentum vector of the +−e+e−γ state to the final collimator exit face. Moreover,
depending on the origin, KL beam or KS beam, of the event, identical analysis cuts as the ones
applied to the KL;S ! +−e+e− samples have been imposed on the +−e+e−γ final state
for the centre of gravity, p2? and invariant mass variables.
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After all selection criteria have been applied, the total number of KL ! +−0D events
originating from the KL target is found to be 2:83106. Background due to the KL ! +−0
decays followed by a photon conversion in the Kevlar window has been estimated to be less
than 0:2%. The corresponding number of KL ! +−0D candidates in the KS beam, adding
samples from both 1999 "0=" and high intensity KS runs, is 1403. For the data collected with the
two-beam configuration, the contamination in the KS sample of KL ! +−0D decays origi-
nating from the KL target has been estimated to be 7.3  1.4 from the study of the accidental
activity in the tagging detector.
The e+e−γ and +−e+e−γ invariant mass distributions for identified KL ! +−0D
decays are shown in Fig. 6. The measured mass resolutions are respectively 2.0 MeV/c2 and
1.5 MeV/c2. Fig. 7 illustrates the clean separation obtained in the Zvtx-Yvtx plane of the decay
vertex position for KL;S ! +−e+e− and KL ! +−0D events produced at the KL and KS
targets. For kaons produced at the KS target, the beginning of the decay region is defined by the
AKS veto signal. Thus, due to resolution effects, a small fraction of good events in the KS beam
are found to lie at negative values of the reconstructed longitudinal vertex position (Fig. 7(b)
and (d)). For events in the KL beam, a cut at Zvtx = 0 is used instead (Fig. 7(a) and (c)). The
difference in the proper decay time distribution between KL ! +−0D and KS ! +−e+e−
events originating from the KS target is shown in Fig. 8.
7 Acceptance calculation
The acceptances for the KL;S ! +−e+e− and KL ! +−0D decay channels have
been computed using a detailed Monte Carlo program based on GEANT [37]. Particle interac-
tions in the detector material as well as the reponse functions of the different detector elements
are taken into account in the simulation. In particular, the drift chamber wire inefficiencies
measured during data taking are introduced before the event reconstruction. Shower libraries
for photons, electrons and charged pions are used to describe the response of the calorimeters.
Kaon decays in the detector fiducial region are generated using production spectra at
the KL and KS targets which have been determined from the analysis of the abundant KL !
+−0D and KS ! +− samples, respectively. The kaon momentum spectrum used for the
acceptance calculation stretches between 40 GeV/c and 190 GeV/c for the KL beam, while for
kaons originating from the KS target, all momenta above 40 GeV/c are considered. We have
implemented the PHOTOS code [38] in the simulation program to take into account radia-
tive effects in the acceptance calculation for both the signal and the normalization channels.
This algorithm provides the corrections from QED bremsstrahlung in the leading-logarithmic
approximation with the proper soft photon behaviour taken into account. A cut-off value of
1 MeV in the rest frame of the parent of the radiating charged particle has been used for the
emitted photon. As a check of the method, we have applied the PHOTOS code to simulated
0 ! e+e−γ decays and verified the consistency of the results with existing calculations of
radiative corrections for this process [39].
The value of the acceptance depends on the decay matrix element of the process inves-
tigated. For the normalization channel, we have used the current experimental values of the
KL ! +−0 decay parameters and of the 0 electromagnetic form factor [40]. After all se-
lection criteria discussed in the previous section have been applied to the reconstructed Monte
Carlo events, the acceptances for KL ! +−0D decays originating from the KL and the
KS targets are found to be 1:80 % and 1:85 %, respectively. The relative uncertainties on these
values, due to the statistical precision of the Monte Carlo samples, are better than 4 per mille.
The generation of KL;S ! +−e+e− events is based on the phenomenological model
developed in Ref. [8]. In the case of KS, the only contribution comes from the inner bremsstrahlung
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process which can be related to the well-measured KS ! +− decay rate. The computed ac-
ceptance for the KS ! +−e+e− decay channel is (3:51  0:01stat) %. Fig. 9 shows the
comparison between data and Monte Carlo of the M and Mee spectra for KS ! +−e+e−
decays. These distributions exhibit a shape characteristic of the inner bremsstrahlung process.
As far as the KL ! +−e+e− decay is concerned, the main contributions to the decay
matrix element are the CP-violating inner bremsstrahlung term and the CP-conserving ampli-
tude associated with the emission of an M1 photon at the +− decay vertex. In the model of
Ref. [8] the latter contribution is described by the coupling gM1. It has been shown recently,
however, that a form factor, similar to that used to describe the KL ! +−γ decay, is required
in the M1 direct emission amplitude in order to describe the measured virtual photon energy
spectrum in KL ! +−e+e− decays [12]. This energy-dependent coupling, which takes into
account the  vector meson intermediate state, has the form:
F = ~gM1

1 +
a1=a2
(M2 −M2K) + 2MKEγ

; (6)
where M = 769.3 MeV/c2 is the mass of the  meson, Eγ is the energy of the virtual photon
in the kaon centre of mass and ~gM1 and a1=a2 are parameters to be determined experimentally.
The KTeV experiment [12] has performed a detailed analysis of KL ! +−e+e− decays
and extracted from the data the values a1=a2 = (−0:720  0:028stat  0:009syst) GeV2 and
~gM1 = 1:35
+0:20
−0:17 stat  0:04syst. More recently, the study of the KL ! +−γ direct emission
vertex by the same collaboration [41] has yielded the value a1=a2 = (−0:737  0:034) GeV2,
in close agreement with their previous measurement.
A third contribution to the KL ! +−e+e− amplitude, associated with the K0 charge
radius process, is also included in the matrix element. It is described by the parameter gP =
−1
3
< R2 >K0 M
2
K which has the value gP = 0:15 in Ref. [8]. The charge radius term repre-
sents, however, only a few percent of the total KL ! +−e+e− branching ratio. Amplitudes
describing the CP-violating E1 direct photon emission or direct CP violation have been turned
off in the model as they give negligible contributions to the decay rate.
We have determined experimentally the parameters a1=a2 and ~gM1 involved in the form
factor for the M1 direct emission process as well as the gP coupling by fitting the KL !
+−e+e− data using the following log-likelihood function:
lnL() =
NX
i=1
ln
2
4 A(i)dΓ(i;)dR
"β
A()dΓ(;)
d
d
3
5 : (7)
In the equation above, A() is the acceptance function that depends on the five indepen-
dent kinematical variables  = fM; Mee; ; e+; +g, and dΓ(;)d is the differential decay
rate expressed as a function of  and the parameters  = fa1=a2; ~gM1; gPg. The other model
parameters entering the computation of the decay rate are taken from Refs. [8] and [40]. As in
Ref. [8], e+ is defined as the angle between the e+ and the +− direction in the e+e− centre-
of-mass system, and + , as the angle between the + and the e+e− direction in the +−
centre-of-mass reference. The expression inside the brackets in Eq. 7 represents, for a given
event, the product of the decay probability and the acceptance, normalized over the entire phase
space ".
To reduce possible biases due to residual background or non-Gaussian tails, only KL !
+−e+e− events having a reconstructed invariant mass Mee in a 4 MeV/c2 interval around
the KL mass are used in the fitting procedure. This requirement removes 12.1% of the events but
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Table 1: Systematic uncertainties on the extracted a1=a2, ~gM1 and gP parameters.
Source a1=a2 ~gM1 gP
(GeV2)
Model parameters 0.001 0.010 0.002
MC normalization 0.003 0.007 0.002
Background 0.013 0.013 0.007
Resolution effects 0.011 0.044 0.003
Radiative corrections 0.017 0.049 0.017
Total 0.024 0.068 0.019
improves the signal to background ratio by more than a factor of 3. The search for the maximum
likelihood for the considered data set has been carried out using the MINUIT code [42]. The ac-
ceptance function in Eq. 7 is provided by a sample of 4:80105 Monte Carlo events contained in
the detector acceptance and generated with the initial parameters  = f−0:72 GeV2; 1:35; 0:15g.
No radiative correction has been applied to this normalization sample. During the iteration pro-
cedure, each event is properly re-weighted according to the current set of  values to ensure
proper normalization of the likelihood function.
The maximum likelihood is found at the values a1=a2 = −0:81+0:07−0:13 GeV2, ~gM1 =
0:99+0:28−0:27 and gP = 0:19  0:04, where the uncertainties are purely statistical. A high correla-
tion coefficient of 0.979 between the a1=a2 and ~gM1 parameters is obtained in the determination
of the form factor. Our result is consistent with the values of a1=a2 and ~gM1 measured by the
KTeV experiment. The average value of the form factor for the data is < F > =−0:780:05, in
agreement with the constant coupling jgM1j = 0:76 used in the model of Heiliger and Sehgal [8].
Fig. 10(a) shows the measured M spectrum for KL ! +−e+e− decays after back-
ground subtraction. It is compared to the Monte Carlo prediction obtained with the fitted pa-
rameters together with calculations using the parameters of Refs. [8] and [12]. As expected, the
inclusion of an energy-dependent term in the M1 direct emission amplitude improves signif-
icantly the agreement between data and Monte Carlo. The corresponding distributions in the
Mee variable are shown in Fig. 10(b).
Different sources of systematic uncertainties that can affect the determination of the
a1=a2, ~gM1 and gP parameters have been investigated. Biases due to background contamination
in the event sample have been evaluated by changing the selection criteria to vary the fraction
of unwanted events. Similarly, samples of simulated KL ! +−e+e− events with and without
background contamination have been used in the fitting procedure to check the stability of the
results.
Since resolution effects can also spoil the determination of the a1=a2, ~gM1 and gP param-
eters, the corresponding systematic uncertainties have been evaluated by re-fitting the data sam-
ple several times, after smearing the five kinematical variables according to resolution functions
determined by Monte Carlo. The sensitivity of the extracted parameters to radiative corrections
has been calculated by comparing results from fits of Monte Carlo samples generated with and
without the inclusion of radiative effects in the final state.
Contributions from the limited statistical precision of the Monte Carlo sample used for
normalization of the log-likelihood function as well as systematic effects attributed to the uncer-
tainty in the model input parameters, like BR(KS ! +−), the CP violation parameters j+−j
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Table 2: Signal and normalization yields with the corresponding acceptances for the KL sample.
Data sample NLee NL0D A
L
ee A
L
0D
(106) (%) (%)
1998 "0=" 303.4 0.738
3.49 1.80
1999 "0=" 821.7 2.088
Table 3: Signal and normalization yields with the corresponding acceptances for the KS sample.
The differences in the acceptance values between the 1998 and 1999 samples are mainly due to
the implementation in 1999 of an 11 cm minimum radius cut at the first chamber position, and
to the rejection in 1998 of KL ! +−0D events having Yvtx < 4 cm.
Data sample NSee NS0D A
S
ee A
S
0D
(%) (%)
1998 "0=" [14] 55.7 103.5 3.70 1.56
1999 "0=" 96.9 247.7
3.51 1.85
1999 HI KS 523.4 1148.0
and +−, or the pion-pion phase-shifts 0 and 1, have also been estimated. The contributions
from these different effects are summarized in Table 1. The total systematic uncertainties on the
a1=a2, ~gM1 and gP parameters are, respectively, 0:02 GeV2, 0:07 and 0:02, yielding:
a1=a2 = (−0:81+0:07−0:13 stat  0:02 syst) GeV2
~gM1 = 0:99
+0:28
−0:27 stat  0:07 syst
gP = 0:19 0:04stat  0:02syst : (8)
From the gP value above, we obtain a measurement of the charge radius of the neutral
kaon:
< R2 >K0= −0:090 0:021 fm2 ; (9)
not inconsistent with existing measurements obtained from coherent regeneration of short-lived
neutral kaons by atomic electrons [43, 44, 45].
Using the fitted values of a1=a2, ~gM1 and gP as input parameters to the Monte Carlo
simulation, the acceptance for KL ! +−e+e− decays is found to be (3:49  0:01stat) %.
Tables 2 and 3 summarize, for the KL and KS data samples respectively, the +−e+e− and
KL ! +−0D yields after background subtraction, together with the corresponding accep-
tances.
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8 BR(KL,S ! pi+pi−e+e−)
The branching ratios of KL;S ! +−e+e− decays normalized to the one of the KL !
+−0D channel can be written as:
BR(KL;S ! +−e+e−)
BR(KL ! +−0D)
=
NL;See
NL;S
0D
AL;S
0D
AL;See
RL;S R
L;S
K ; (10)
where Nee and N0D are, respectively, the signal and normalization yields obtained after
background subtraction, Aee and A0D are the corresponding acceptances, R = 0D=ee
is the relative normalization to signal trigger efficiency, and RK is the ratio, between normaliza-
tion and signal channels, of kaons decaying in the fiducial region. The superscripts L,S denote
the corresponding kaon production targets.
For the KL mode, RLK is equal to 1. For KS data, the fraction of KL to decaying KS in
the fiducial region depends on both the kaon production spectrum and the KL − KS lifetime
difference. Based on a Monte Carlo calculation, the fractions of kaons decaying in the fiducial
region with respect to those produced at the KS target are estimated to be 26.11% for KS and
3:46% for KL, yielding the value RSK = 0:133 0:002. The uncertainty on RSK is mainly due to
the error in the kaon spectrum determination.
Since the topologies of KL;S ! +−e+e− and KL ! +−0D events in the magnetic
spectrometer are very similar, the difference in trigger efficiency  = 0D−ee is expected
to be small. To a good approximation, R  1 + =0D . As discussed in Sect. 4, the 4-track
trigger efficiency has been measured using the abundant KL ! +−0D events. The algorithm
trigger efficiency, averaged over the 1998 and 1999 run periods, is (97:9 0:1)%, in excellent
agreement with the value of 98:0% obtained from the trigger simulation. As the numbers of
KL;S ! +−e+e− decays recorded with the downscaled control triggers are too small to
provide an accurate measurement of the 4-track trigger efficiency, we rely on the simulation to
extract . We obtain the values L = (−0:30:1)% for the data taken with the KL beam, and
S = (0:5  0:1)% for the KS data sample. Taking into account additional uncertainties due
to trigger dead-time and the limited computation time available, we find RL = 0:997  0:010
and RS = 1:005 0:003.
The value of BR(KL ! +−0D), computed from the existing measurements of
BR(KL ! +−0) and BR(0 ! e+e−γ) [40], is (1:505  0:047) 10−3. Using the yields
and acceptances given in Tables 2 and 3, together with the values of RK and R discussed
above, the branching ratio BR(KL ! +−e+e−) is found to be (3:08  0:09stat)  10−7 for
the 1998 + 1999 data, while for the KS mode, the value BR(KS ! +−e+e−) = (4:71 
0:23stat)  10−5 is obtained for the 1999 data. The quoted uncertainties reflect the statistics of
the signal and normalization samples only.
Several additional sources of systematic uncertainties in the determination of the branch-
ing ratios have been investigated. Effects from accidental activity in the detectors have been
studied by using Monte Carlo events overlaid with random triggers recorded proportionally to
beam intensity during the various run periods. The comparison of overlaid events with the orig-
inal ones allows the amount of gains and losses after event reconstruction to be estimated in
both the signal and the normalization channels. To take properly into account possible biases
generated by accidental high-multiplicity events in the spectrometer, the mechanism of over-
flow appearance in the drift chamber read-out has also been simulated. The overall systematic
uncertainty coming from these effects is estimated to be 0:5% for the KL data and 0:6% for
the KS data.
The sensitivity of the branching ratio measurements to the acceptance and selection cri-
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Table 4: Contributions to the relative systematic uncertainties in BR(KL ! +−e+e−) and
BR(KS ! +−e+e−).
Source KL KS
(%) (%)
MC statistics  0.4  0.6
Background  0.6  0.3
Accidental activity  0.5  0.6
Model and form factor  4.1 -
Acceptance  2.2  3.0
Trigger  1.0  0.3
Kaon spectrum  0.1  1.5
Total  4.8  3.5
BR(KL ! +−0D)  3.1  3.1
teria has been checked by varying moderately the geometry and analysis cuts. Systematic un-
certainties in the branching ratio of 2:2% and 3:0% have been estimated for the KL !
+−e+e− and KS ! +−e+e− decay modes, respectively. In the case of the KL ! +−e+e−
channel, a large fraction of the total systematic uncertainty is due to the uncertainties in the form
factor parameters. The 68:3% CL likelihood contour in the a1=a2 - ~gM1 plane corresponds to a
4:0% variation in the Aee acceptance value. Contributions from the uncertainty in gP and in
the other parameters of the model are found to be less than 1%.
Table 4 summarizes the contributions from the various sources of systematic uncertainties
in the determination of BR(KL ! +−e+e−) and BR(KS ! +−e+e−). Their sums, taken
in quadrature, give total systematic uncertainties of 4:8% for the KL mode and of 3:5% for
the KS mode. The uncertainty in the BR(KL ! +−0D) value brings an additional contribu-
tion of 3:1%.
Based on the data collected in 1998 and 1999, the branching ratio for the KL ! +−e+e−
decay mode is measured to be BR(KL ! +−e+e−) = (3:080:09stat 0:15syst0:10norm)
10−7. Summing in quadrature the statistical, systematic and normalization uncertainties, we
find:
BR(KL ! +−e+e−) = (3:08 0:20) 10−7 ; (11)
in agreement with the predictions of Refs. [7, 8].
For the KS ! +−e+e− mode, using the 1999 data samples, we measure BR(KS !
+−e+e−) = (4:71 0:23stat  0:16syst  0:15norm) 10−5, yielding:
BR(KS ! +−e+e−) = (4:71 0:32) 10−5 : (12)
Combining this result with the published value [14] of the branching ratio BR(KS ! +−e+e−)
measured with the data collected in 1998, we obtain:
BR(KS ! +−e+e−) = (4:69 0:30) 10−5 : (13)
The latter result can be used to determine the CP violating inner bremsstrahlung part of the
KL ! +−e+e− branching ratio through the relation:
BR(KIBL ! +−e+e−)
BR(KS ! +−e+e−) =
L
S
j+−j2 : (14)
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From Eqs. (13) and (14), and using the current experimental values for S, L and +− [40], we
find:
BR(KIBL ! +−e+e−) = (1:40 0:09) 10−7 ; (15)
in accord with theoretical predictions [7, 8]. Similarly, one can determine for the KL !
+−e+e− process, the ratio of the CP-violating part to the CP-conserving one in the decay
rate:
Γ(KL ! +−e+e−)CPV
Γ(KL ! +−e+e−)CPC = 0:833 0:066 : (16)
The measured values of BR(KL ! +−e+e−) and BR(KS ! +−e+e−) with their
statistical uncertainty are shown in Fig. 11 for the different run periods.
9 AL,Sφ asymmetries
The measurement of the CP-violating asymmetryAL;S in KL;S ! +−e+e− decays can
be obtained from the distribution of events in the sin cos variable:
A = Nee(sin cos > 0)− Nee(sin cos < 0)
Nee(sin cos > 0) + Nee(sin cos < 0)
(17)
with the quantity sin cos defined as
sin cos = (n^ee  n^)  z^ (n^ee  n^) : (18)
In Eq. 18, n^ee and n^ are respectively the unit vectors normal to the e+e− and +− planes,
and z^ is the unit vector in the +− momentum direction in the kaon centre-of-mass system.
Inspection of Eq. 18 shows that sin cos changes sign under CP.
In the case of KL ! +−e+e− decays, large CP-violating effects are expected to show
up in the  distribution of events. Using the values of a1=a2, ~gM1 and gP determined from
the data (see Sect. 7), the model of Ref. [8] predicts an asymmetry of 13:7% in the sin cos
variable. The asymmetry, however, is known to vary strongly over the entire phase-space of
the KL ! +−e+e− decay. The corresponding asymmetry within the detector acceptance is
computed to be 24:4%. Such a significant enhancement results from the fact that the detector
acceptance favours phase-space regions where the interference between the M1 direct emission
and inner bremsstrahlung processes is more important. Fig. 12(a) shows, for the 1998 + 1999
data samples, the distribution of KL ! +−e+e− events as a function of sin cos. The
shape of the measured angular distribution is well reproduced by the theoretical model and
exhibits a clear asymmetry between regions near jsin cosj = 0.5. The value of the asymmetry
is measured to be (24:9 2:9stat)%, in agreement with the Monte Carlo calculation.
The determination of AL, averaged over the entire phase-space, is obtained by correct-
ing the observed distribution of events with the computed detector acceptance shown in Fig.
12(b). The dependence of the acceptance has a slowly increasing behaviour as a function of
sin  cos, consistent with the enhancement of the asymmetry observed in the angular distribu-
tion of events. The measuredAL asymmetry, obtained in a model-dependent way by taking into
account the acceptance correction, is found to be (14:2 3:0stat)% (see Fig. 12(c)).
In the case of KS ! +−e+e− decays, no asymmetry is observed in the sin cos
variable. Fig. 13(a) shows the corresponding angular distribution of the events after taking into
account the acceptance correction. Since no interference term is present in the amplitude of this
decay mode, the acceptance is found to be rather uniform over the entire sin cos domain,
exhibiting no asymmetric term in that variable (see Fig. 13(b)). Based on the data collected in
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Table 5: Contributions to the systematic uncertainties inAL and AS.
Source KL KS
(%) (%)
MC statistics  0.3  0.4
Background  0.5  0.3
Accidental activity  0.3  0.4
Model and form factor  1.2 -
Acceptance  1.2  1.4
Resolution  0.5  0.5
Total  1.9  1.6
1999, AS is measured to be (0:5  4:0stat)%. This result demonstrates that the large value of
AL observed in the KL ! +−e+e− decay mode cannot originate from asymmetries in the
detector elements.
The systematic uncertainties affecting the measurement of AL;S have been estimated in
a similar way to that for the branching ratio determination. Their contributions are given in
Table 5 for both KL and KS modes. For KL ! +−e+e− decays, the uncertainty in AL due
to the model and form factor parameters used for the acceptance calculation, is estimated to
be 1:2%. This value is largely dominated by the statistical accuracy, given by the likelihood
contour at 68% CL, in the determination of the a1=a2 and ~gM1 parameters. Resolution effects
in the  angle computation have also been taken into account by smearing the track parameters
with resolution functions determined with the Monte Carlo simulation and by studying possible
biases due to the residual magnetic field inside the kaon decay volume. The corresponding
systematic uncertainty is estimated to be 0:5% for both KL and KS modes. The sums in
quadrature of the various contributions to the systematic uncertainties are 1:9% in AL and
1:6% in AS (see Table 5).
From the data collected in the 1998 and 1999 runs, the asymmetry in the KL ! +−e+e−
mode is AL = (14:2 3:0stat  1:9syst)%. Adding in quadrature the statistical and systematic
uncertainties, we obtain:
AL = (14:2 3:6)% : (19)
Our result is in agreement with the recent measurement of the KTeV experiment [12] and con-
stitutes a clear signature of the presence of CP-violating effects in the decay mode KL !
+−e+e−.
From the analysis of the 1999 KS samples, the asymmetry is measured to be AS =
(0:5 4:0stat 1:6syst)%, yielding the value:
AS = (0:5 4:3)% : (20)
Combining the published sample of 56 KS ! +−e+e− events observed in 1998 [14] with
the 1999 statistics, we obtain:
AS = (−1:1 4:1)% ; (21)
consistent with zero.
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10 Conclusions
Using the data collected in 1998 and 1999 with the NA48 detector at CERN, we have per-
formed precise measurements of the branching ratios and asymmetries for the KL ! +−e+e−
and KS ! +−e+e− decay modes. Our results are in good agreement with theoretical models
based on a phenomenological description of radiative kaon decays. Manifestation of indirect CP
violation in the decay channel KL ! +−e+e− has been confirmed by the measurement of a
large asymmetry in the angular correlation between the +− and e+e− decay planes. No such
asymmetry is observed for KS ! +−e+e− decays. The measured values of the K0 charge
radius and of the form factor parameters in the M1 direct emission process in KL ! +−e+e−
decays are consistent with published results.
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Figure 1: Schematic of the NA48 neutral kaon beams (not to scale).
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Figure 2: Layout of the NA48 detector.
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Figure 3: Invariant mass distribution Mee for KL ! +−e+e− candidates. The signal region
is indicated by thick lines. Data are represented by dots while the different histograms show
the shape expected from Monte Carlo for good events and the background components due to
KL ! +−0D and overlapping Ke3 decays.
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KL→pi
+
pi
-
pi
0
D
KL→pi
+pi-e+e-
→
Figure 4: Distribution of events in the p002 variable for KL ! +−e+e− candidates (dots)
after all other selection criteria have been applied. The histogram represents the Monte Carlo
distribution for true KL ! +−e+e− events normalized to the number of observed good
events. The tail near p002 = 0 is due to KL ! +−0D decays. The signal region is limited by a
thick line.
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Figure 5: (a) p002 vs. Mee scatter plots for KS ! +−e+e− candidates. The box indicates the
signal region. (b) Invariant mass Mee distribution of events above (dots). The histograms are
the MC predictions for the signal (plain) and the KL ! +−0D background events (hatched).
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Figure 6: Invariant Meeγ (a) and Meeγ (b) mass distributions for KL ! +−0D decays.
Black dots represent data while the histograms are Monte Carlo predictions normalized to the
total number of observed events.
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Figure 7: Yvtx vs. Zvtx scatter plots for identified KL ! +−e+e− (a) and KS ! +−e+e−
(b) events, as well as for KL ! +−0D decays from the KL target (c) and from the KS target
(d). The dashed lines shown in the scatter plots represent the respective nominal beam axes.
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Figure 8: Proper decay time =S distribution in units of the KS lifetime for (a) the KS !
+−e+e− mode and (b) the KL ! +−0D mode. The histograms are the Monte Carlo
distributions normalized to the corresponding observed numbers of events.
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(a)
KS → pi
+pi-e+e-
(b)
KS → pi
+pi-e+e-
Figure 9: Invariant mass M (a) and Mee (b) distributions for KS ! +−e+e− decays. Data
are shown as solid dots while the histograms are the Monte Carlo predictions normalized to the
corresponding number of observed events
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Figure 10: Invariant mass M (a) and Mee (b) distributions for KL ! +−e+e− decays. Data
are shown with solid dots while the histograms are Monte Carlo predictions using different
parameters for the form factor in the M1 direct emission amplitude and for the K0 charge
radius: dotted line from Ref. [8] (no form factor), dashed line from Ref. [12] (KTeV experiment)
and solid line from this work. All histograms are normalized to the corresponding number of
observed events.
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Figure 11: Branching ratio measurements as a function of run periods for KL ! +−e+e−
decays (a) and KS ! +−e+e− decays (b). The error bars reflect the statistical uncertainties
only. The grey horiziontal bands represent the averaged values and the corresponding statistical
uncertainties.
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Raw AΦ = (24.9 ± 2.9stat)%
(a)KL → pi
+pi-e+e-
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<Apipiee> = 3.49%
KL → pi
+pi-e+e-
KL→pi
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Acceptance corrected
AΦ = (14.2 ± 3.0stat)%
(c)
Figure 12: Distribution of KL ! +−e+e− events in the angular variable sin cos before (a)
and after (c) acceptance correction. The histograms are Monte Carlo predictions. Acceptance
for KL ! +−e+e− decays as a function of sin cos (b). The solid line is a polynomial fit to
the Monte Carlo calculation.
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(a)
KS → pi
+pi-e+e-
AΦ = (0.5 ± 4.0stat)%
(b)
KS → pi
+pi-e+e-
<Apipiee> = 3.51%
Figure 13: Distribution of events (a) and acceptance (b) for KS ! +−e+e− decays as a
function of sin cos. The histogram in (a) is the Monte Carlo prediction. The solid line in (b)
represents the average value of the acceptance.
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